
CONTACTLESS
FILMING

Stand Out in a World of Webcams
DHD Films has innovated past the limitations of social distancing to bring you quality visuals without 
the presence of a film crew. Our Contacless Filming Solutions are designed to maximize the impact of 
the content you need to deliver while minimizing your exposure due to travel or physical contact. 

Mobile Production Studio Mail-In Camera Kit

Our truly contactless solution. Elevate the visual wow factor 
of your video calls or virtual event presentations with this 
easy-to-assemble kit that shrinks the perks of a studio 
environment to fit on any desk. Our kit can be mailed right 
to you or your talent’s door. When finished, simply place 
everything back in the box and use the included return label 
to ship everythign back to us. It’s that simple.

Easy Assembly
Video instructions come packaged right in 
the box. Strategic placement of lighting 
and the camera will elevate any webcam 
look in minutes!

De-Risk Your Content
Stream messages at a higher quality, 
record in 4K for a later broadcast, or 
stream and capture simultaneously. Our 
editors can add even more oomph to the 
content when it’s shipped back to us.

Global
The Mail-In Camera Kit can be shipped 
anywhere in the world. Location is no 
longer a concern when booking talent or 
presenters for your next virutal event.

Real-Time Feedback
A director of photography and a producer 
come standard with each deployment of 
the Mobile Production Studio to address 

everything from framing to line delivery.

De-Risk Your Content
Our extensive inventory of studio 
equipment can be leveraged to meet 
any project requirements. Green screens, 
custom backdrops, teleprompters and 
more can easily be added to the package.

Local
The MPS is designed to be deployed in 
any major metropolitan area in the country. 
Our team can deliver the full setup to your 

preferred location, on your schedule.

The full power of DHD in one mobile setup. A DHD team 
member will arrive at your preferred location with the lights, 
4K camera setup, and audio equipment necessary to capture 
your talent at their best. The Mobile Production Unit will be 
assembled, sanitized, and wheeled into place. All you need to 
focus on is your message. Our creative team will monitor the 

shoot and provide any feedback remotely in real-time.
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